
Universal Furniture A contrast of rugged and weathered with shiny and polished, the armless “Shannon” chair features a tufted slope of chestnut 
leather over a reflective stainless-steel base. Frontgate Small in proportion but big in presence, the “Channing” side table caps a matte stainless-steel 
foundation with a black marble top. Natural Decorations Inc. The complex smoky patina of a mercury glass vase highlights large magnolia leaves. 
Maya Romanoff “River Bed” hand-painted wallpaper cocoons a room with an organic pattern that soothes like nature. 

High
Profile
For 30 years, Mitchell Gold + 
Bob Williams has never 
veered from its case for 
comfort. To celebrate the 
beginning of a fourth decade 
with style, we asked four 
designers to imagine four 
shapely MG+BW frames 
covered in their pick of the 
company’s fabrics.

Corey Damen
Jenkins
Haute couture intersects interior 
design in the ‘Cooper’ chair. 
These forces are simpatico, and 
Gucci was my muse. Fabrics 
allude to the brand’s trademark 
colors but through a subtle 
translation—like the red 
piping—so the look isn’t too  
‘on the nose.’” 

Rachel Cannon
I love the graceful lines of the 
‘Bella’ chair and envisioned it in a 
lady’s dressing room. The blush 
upholstery is a nod to femininity 
while the citron fabric contrasts 
to show a bit of a playfulness and 
edge. The magic of this frame is 
that it is extremely versatile, a lot 
like the modern woman who 
might use it.”

Rajni Alex
I was drawn to a bold, graphic 
patterned fabric that would 
deconstruct the straight lines of 
the ‘Duke’ chair and its tight 
back, emphasizing the handsome 
profile. A contrasting leather welt 
adds texture and a bit of edge 
while highlighting the chair’s 
architecture, specifically its 
cutout arms.”

Ryan Saghian
I have an obsession with black 
and white. It’s bold and high 
contrast, and I live for high 
contrast. Not only with color 
though—contrast in texture 
matters, too. I mixed classic black 
leather and white bouclé on the 
compact silhouette of the ‘Poppy’ 
chair that, with its swivel 
capabilities, offers versatility 
perfect for small spaces.” 
Élitis “Anguille Big Croco” 
wallcovering. +

IF ACCESSORIES ARE THE 
JEWELRY IN A ROOM, THEN 
CHAIRS ARE THE HIGH HEELS.”  
                —designer Michelle Nussbaumer
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